NeospinTM
Comprehensive Pension Functionality,
Tailored to Suit Your Distinct Needs and Vision

Neospin™ Pension Administration System
A Comprehensive Solution Configured to Your Organization’s Technical
and Functional Requirements
Sagitec presents Neospin™ – a web-based pension administration solution tailored to your program needs and business
requirements. Neospin™ offers a rich set of functional designs, tested software components, and a sophisticated technological
platform of tools and services that make it easier to configure, deliver, support, and maintain a first-rate pension solution.
Built upon a domain-neutral technology architecture, Neospin™ mitigates the risk of technical obsolescence better than any
solution on the market. It also dramatically improves your ability to evolve your business solution quickly, safely, and continuously
in response to plan design or policy changes. Most important, Neospin™ provides a path forward for technical and functional
evolution. With Sagitec, your agency can avoid ‘ripping and replacing’ software every time there’s a technological advance.
Since 2004, Neospin™ has helped public pension funds like yours enhance service capabilities, lower operating costs, combat
obsolescence, and respond to complex, frequently changing business requirements. Our solution is second to none in the public
pension industry.
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Sagitec’s Development Tools Give You the Power to Develop Without Programming

Sagitec extended Visual Studio.NET by creating powerful but simple development accelerators that unify Framework engines
with XML metadata and other services. When taken together, these tools form a Development Suite that helps business analysts,
software developers, and technical architects design, build, extend, deploy, and maintain their Neospin™ solution.
Studio tools dramatically improve your ability to respond to change. They implement complex functions in easy-to-use, graphical
processes – without requiring expert-level technical skills. Business users can actively participate in the software development
process and increase your overall capacity to respond to social, political, economic, and technical change. Currently, we have three
Studio tools that stand alone but work together in an integrated fashion.

Neospin™ Pension Administration System
The Sagitec Platform: Continuous Evolution for Long-Term Viability
Sagitec builds and supports our tailored business solutions upon a continuously evolving software platform called the Sagitec
Platform. As our Platform evolves, so can individual client systems—regardless of when they were implemented.
The Sagitec Platform mitigates the risks associated with technical obsolescence and rapid business change. The Platform underlies every solution Sagitec builds—but is separate from each. This separation allows both to evolve independently, providing you
with unprecedented flexibility for adding new features and functions when you need them.

The Sagitec Platform Allows for Maximum Flexibility in Meeting Your Needs
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Sagitec Software Studio (S3)
• Reduce programming code
• Deploy Rule changes in hours instead of weeks/months
• Separate Business Rules outside of software code
• Design, analyze, and test business rules
• Provide a visual view of rules to improve business collaboration
• Improve communication between users and developers
• Create or modify rapidly the web application, customer
communication, interface, or reports
• Design, deploy, monitor, and optimize running processes

Sagitec Test Studio
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• Improve software and lower maintenance costs
• Automate test scripts and run of every build
• Improve defect analysis and resolution during test execution
• Improve development teams performance
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Sagitec’s Process Design and Development Tools

There are two main tools that help you design and test business rules in your LOB solution.

Sagitec Software Studio (S3) – A web-based application development tool that allows technical staff to design and build your
pension administration solution in a web-based environment. In addition to fostering the rapid development of your unique
features (e.g., user interface designs, prototypes, workflow modeling, etc.), the Sagitec Software Studio allows Sagitec’s staff to
define the states’ business rules using logical rules and decision tables instead of a complex programming language.
Sagitec Test Studio – A powerful regression testing tool is used to define and automate test cases. Test scripts are reusable and
can be executed offline, which expedites and simplifies the testing process, and the intuitive repository allows staff to review
testing results for quality assurance.

Key Neospin™ Features and Benefits
Business Process Management
BPMN 2.0 compliant process maps with integrated forms,
rules, and activities provide run-time execution; supports
Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), SLA timers and
escalation, as well as performance analysis and reporting;
process execution paths captured and stored for audit and
compliance verification.
Adaptable Framework Architecture
Separates the underlying technical architecture from the
business architecture, allowing you to change layers
independently from each other and allowing you to minimize
downtime when technology changes, when policies change,
or when your environment demands growth.
Scalable, Open Architecture
Employs leading standards and techniques including XML,
JSON, Web Services, JQuery, JavaScript to promote
interoperability and maintainability of your system.
Exploits Interface Independent Development
Reduces development and maintenance costs by exploiting
the features of client devices including web browsers and
mobile platforms using MVVM without having to rewrite
business services; responsive design and UI/UX to enhance
customer satisfaction with improved web portal usability.
Core Pension Functionality
Maps to your requirements and business components straight
out-of-the-box for rapid configuration.
Comprehensive Self-Service Portals
Enables secure, easy-to-use, online self-service access to
member, employer, and third-parties; provides secure
communication, education, information, transaction
processing and a tailored experience for each stakeholder
through most preeminent web browsers or mobile devices.

with knowledge management systems for instant access
to forms, brochures, publications, laws, policies and other
on-demand content.
Support for Advanced and Automated System Access...
Anytime, Anywhere
Provides seamless application integration with nearly any
commercial or legacy software or component via web services;
leverages existing investments in software packages such as
accounting, Customer Relationship Management (CRM), ECM,
telephony, mobile, business intelligence, legacy and partner
solutions.
Microsoft .NET Technology
Reduces total cost of ownership by applying common
skills across a variety of devices, application types, and
programming tasks; integrates with other tools and
technologies to build tailor-made solutions faster using
Microsoft’s .NET technology.
Robust Approach to Business Rule Management
Separates business rules from application code; model, design,
test, and deploy new business rules without programming to
quickly accommodate changes in policies and regulations;
capture and store rule execution for compliance validation.
Single Code Base for Long-Term Maintenance
Simplifies development and maintenance and reduces total
cost of ownership by using a single, common code base and
business rules engine for online forms, batch processes, web
services, and self-service portals.
Business Intelligence (BI) Reporting Features
Supports standard off-peak queries, report customization, and
ad hoc reporting – allowing your management team to monitor
workloads and key process metrics while complying with
federal and state reporting requirements.

Integrates Enterprise Content Management (ECM) Systems
for Managing Varied Forms of Content
Reduces manual paper handling (inbound and outbound) and
improves the efficiency of your business processes; integrates

About Sagitec

Sagitec Solutions is a growing global software and IT company that designs and delivers tailor-made pension, provident
fund, unemployment insurance and health and life sciences software solutions to clients of all sizes. Understanding that a
dynamic world requires dynamic technology, Sagitec offers solutions that are highly configurable and extensible by nature.
With deep industry experience in software implementation and systems integration, project management, consulting, hosting
and software support, Sagitec is a partner clients can trust to deliver mission-critical IT projects. Sagitec has multiple office
locations and is headquartered in Saint Paul, Minnesota. Learn more at www.sagitec.com.
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